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ABSTRACT

The proper timing is crucial for turn transitions.
Turn-taking in conversations usually takes place
without noticeable gaps or overlaps longer than
200 ms [1, 2]. With the widespread adoption
of video-mediated communication during the
COVID-19 pandemic, there is a growing need to
understand how turn-taking behavior differs in
remote situations. The current study compares
several temporal aspects of turn-taking in face-to-
face and Zoom interactions. Spontaneous dialogues
in the Berlin Dialogue Corpus [3] were investigated.
Twenty native German speakers conversed in pairs
to complete two spot-the-difference tasks in the
respective situations. Interlocutors tend to speak
more slowly and produce longer gaps and longer
overlaps between turns over Zoom. In face-to-
face interactions, speaker change happens more
frequently, leading to slightly more overlaps. This
implies that dialogues over Zoom follow a distinct
temporal pattern from those in co-present situations.
A threshold higher than 200 ms is necessary to
describe the temporal pattern of turn-taking in
Zoom conversations.

Keywords: Zoom-conversation, turn-taking, speech
corpus, spontaneous speech.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson [1] first
focused on the “speech exchange systems” and
concluded that conversations overwhelmingly
follow the “one-speaker-at-a-time” pattern where
turn transitions with no gap and no overlap are
quite common, turn-taking behaviour has been
extensively studied for almost fifty years. Empirical
studies confirmed that the timing of turn-taking
is highly precise, but not as seamless as “zero-
gap-zero-overlap” [4, 5]. Transitions with acoustic
silences of about 200 ms compose the majority
of turn switches. Actually, gap durations within
a range of 250 ms are examined to be cross-
linguistically valid [6, 7]. Wilson and Wilson [2]
explained that smooth transitions are realised by
the synchronisation of neural oscillators based on

speaker’s syllable rate, about 200 ms in informal
English dialogues. Thus, listeners’ readiness
to speak usually counterphases with that of the
speaker.

However, it is noteworthy that face-to-face
interaction has been the default conversational
setting in the body of literature. Still relatively
little is known about how turn-taking behaviour is
organised in video-mediated conversations, though
the COVID-19 pandemic has immensely increased
our use of videoconferencing programs such as
Zoom in the last few years.

Zoom conversations differ from face-to-face
interactions in several ways. Some important para-
linguistic cues, for instance, gaze direction, that
can facilitate anticipating turn-ends [8], are hardly
available in remote conversations [9]. In fact, it
has been demonstrated that conversational rhythm is
disrupted in Zoom interactions [10], partly because
electronic transmission takes time and unavoidable
delays of about 30–70 ms are long enough to
disturb neutral oscillators that synchronise during
conversation [2, 10]. They reported massive
differences of turn transition time in face-to-face
(135 ms) and Zoom interactions (487 ms). Given
the differences between the two conversational
situations, Zoom interactions are assumed to include
longer gaps. The 200 ms threshold commonly
used to describe the turn-taking rhythm in face-to-
face conversations may not be suitable for Zoom
conversations.

This paper aims to investigate how turn-
taking behaviour differs between face-to-face and
Zoom interactions in terms of temporal aspects,
specifically identifying the threshold that describes
the majority of turn transition in Zoom interactions.

2. METHODS

The Berlin Dialogue Corpus [3] was investigated in
the study. Twenty native German speakers (mean
age = 25.7, SD = 3.8, 10 females, 10 males) who
knew each other well prior to the experiment were
asked to finish four spot-the-difference tasks (two
over Zoom and two in face-to-face situation) in
pairs. In the so-called Diapix tasks [11, 12, 13],
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participants needed to cooperate and identify 13
differences between two similar pictures within 10
minutes. In the co-present situation, participants
conversed in a phonetic laboratory. For the Zoom
conversation, participants were sitting in different
rooms in the same university building and connected
via Zoom. To avoid differences arising from
recording methods, conversations were recorded by
separate microphones in both situations. Zoom
acknowledges that there can be latency from a few
milliseconds to a few seconds during Zoom calls.
Yet, the delay durations vary with various factors
and can hardly be specified [14]. Using separate
recordings can include the latancies perceived by
both sides. Recordings from the separate channels
were merged together to reconstruct the dialogue.
The collected data and its orthographic transcription
were first aligned by WebMaus [15]. Turn-
taking relevant elements like speech turns were
annotated in Praat [16]. Interval boundaries have
been manually corrected. After annotation, the
automatic detection tool [17] was used to identify
empty and overlapping annotation chunks. In
this way, gaps and overlaps between speech turns
were created automatically based on the annotations
aligned with speech signals. In the end, the data
were transformed into an emuR-database [18] for
temporal analysis.

The study focused only on between-speaker
silences, specifically gaps between speech turns,
while silences within a speech turn were not
considered. Gaps and overlaps are often treated
as two ends of a continuum: when measuring the
interval between the end of the first speaker’s speech
and the starting point of the second speaker’s speech,
gaps have positive values and overlaps negative
[6, 5, 19].

To compare speech rate in the two situations,
syllable durations were calculated by subtracting
pauses within a turn from the length of the turn
before dividing it by the number of syllables
produced within it. Syllable were counted by using
the R-package SYLLY.DE [20].

In order to investigate the correlation between the
position of gaps or overlaps and the task-oriented
conversation timeline, the starting point of a gap or
overlap was normalised by dividing it by the entire
conversation length and rounded to two decimal
place. The study excluded the preparing and ending
phase of a conversation, where speakers were trying
to be heard or finish the recording, corresponding
to the time point beyond the range from 0.05 to
0.95. For each normalised time slot, gap and overlap
durations were averaged.

3. RESULTS

Extra long gaps are observed at the beginning and
near the end of conversations, because participants
were still trying to adjust themselves to the new
conversational settings or they had difficulties
finding more differences. To eliminate the influence
of these extra-linguistic factors, gaps that exceeded
the upper bound of the data (Q3+1.5IQR, calculated
as the upper quartile of the data plus 1.5 times
the interquartile range) were removed. Similarly,
outliers of overlaps (longer than the lower bound,
Q1-1.5IQR) were not taken into account. Previous
studies [5, 21] have shown that geometric means
provide a more realistic estimate of central tendency
than arithmetic means. Therefore, geometric means
are presented in the figures.

3.1. Syllable durations

On average, it takes about 217 ms for speakers to
produce a syllable over Zoom, significantly longer
than in face-to-face interactions, about 206 ms per
syllable (t = -5.97, DF = 39, p < .001). In other
words, speakers tend to speak more slowly when
they talk over Zoom; as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Mean syllable durations in face-to-face
(f) and Zoom (f) situations by speaker with error
bars. The horizontal lines show the respective
mean syllable durations in the two situations.

3.2. Gap durations

As can be seen from Fig. 2, gaps in face-to-
face conversations (shown in yellow) are generally
shorter than those in Zoom situations. In the co-
present scenario, around 50% of gap durations were
within the 270 ms range, whereas the median value
in Zoom conversations was considerably longer, at
approximately 438 ms. To examine the differences
further, a linear mixed effect model was computed:
using situation and the normalised time point of a
gap in the dialogue as the mixed effect, gap duration
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as the dependent variable and conversation as the
random intercept. The results revealed that both
situation and normalised time point significantly
impact gap durations. Specifically, the Zoom
situation increased the duration of gaps. Gaps
are expected to be longer nearer to the end of
a conversation. The correlations are additionally
summarised in Fig. 3.
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Figure 2: Histogram of gap durations in face-to-
face (f) and Zoom (z) situations with the estimated
distributions. Bin size 50 ms. Outliers excluded.
Dashed lines show the geometric means, solid
lines the medians.

Situation Face-to-face Zoom
Arithmetic mean 348.04 477.08
Geometric mean 231.60 365.76
Median 269.56 437.49
Mode 152.38 402.38
Standard deviation 270.52 278.80
Without outliers 3088 2722
Total N 3317 2936
Percentage 93.10 % 92.71%

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of gap durations in
face-to-face and Zoom situations (in ms).

3.3. Overlap durations and occurrences

Fig. 4 presents that Zoom conversations exhibit
longer overlaps compared to face-to-face situation.
The median value of overlap durations in Zoom
interactions is 416 ms, about 100 ms longer than
the 319 ms observed in face-to-face situation; see
Tab. 2. A mixed effect linear model was used to
determine the effects of situation and normalised
time point (mixed effect) on mean overlap durations
(dependent variable) with conversation as a random
effect. The results showed that only situation

R = 0.62, p = 7.1e−11
R = 0.51, p = 3.3e−07
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Figure 3: Linear regression between mean gap
durations and normalised time point (range: 0.05-
0.95) in conversations.

significantly affects overlap durations, and there is
no correlation between the normalised time point of
an overlap and its duration (see Fig. 5).
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Figure 4: Histogram of overlap durations in
face-to-face (f) and Zoom (z) situations with the
estimated distributions. Bin size 50 ms. Outliers
excluded. Dashed lines show the geometric
means, solid lines the medians.

Situation Face-to-face Zoom
Arithmetic mean -356.19 -457.95
Geometric mean -238.27 -359.05
Median -319.41 -416.35
Mode -247.62 -397.62
Standard deviation 254.56 271.35
Without outliers 1935 1790
Total N 2047 1880
Percentage 94.53% 95.21%

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of overlap
durations in face-to-face and Zoom situations (in
ms).

Although more overlaps are observed in Zoom
interactions, the difference is not significant at the
5% level (p = 0.23). Interlocutors switch more
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R = − 0.2, p = 0.06
R = − 0.19, p = 0.073
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Figure 5: Linear regression between mean
overlap durations and normalised time point
(range: 0.05-0.95) in conversations.

frequently the speakership when talking face-to-
face, approximately 18 times per minute; while in
Zoom interactions, the turn transition frequency is
about 15 times per minute (t = 4.25, p < .05). Yet,
the overlap-to-transition ratio in co-present situation
is smaller (0.63) than that in Zoom interactions
(0.66). However, the difference was not significant.

4. DISCUSSION

It is common to have slight gaps and overlaps
during turn-taking in conversations [1, 2, 19], but
previous studies have suggested different interval
durations for the zero-gap-zero-overlap pattern is
not realistic [4], such as 120 ms in [5], 200 ms
in [2, 22, 19]. The current study found that
for face-to-face interactions, a threshold of up to
300 ms could describe the common cases of turn
transition intervals, while for Zoom conversations,
the threshold was 450 ms.

The longer gaps in face-to-face interaction might
be due to the high cognitive loads resulting from
the experimental settings. Participants were asked
to cooperate to spot all differences between two
pictures, which might be cause high cognitive loads
while conversing [19]. However, studies suggesting
200 ms as the frequent threshold are primarily
based on polar questions [2, 6]. Considering
the differences in cognitive loads resulting from
experiment settings, the longer gaps found here
should come as no wonder.

In Zoom conversations, both gaps and overlaps
are longer than those in the co-present situation.
Unavoidable transmission delays can explain
this phenomenon to some extend. To record
conversations from a holistic view, recordings were
made separately from both sides of a dialogue. By
this means, actual latencies perceived by the two
sides were included in the recording. Speakers
would stop talking if overlap occurs, so that the
one-speaker-at-a-time pattern can soon be restored

[1]. If speech signal is received with latency,
reaction on the signal will also be delayed. In
this case, speakers would not be able to relinquish
their speech turn on time. As a result, overlap
continues a bit till it is perceived, causing longer
durations. Unfortunately, statistics on electronic
transmission delays over Zoom are not available to
the public because of commercial interests and legal
limitations. For this reason, the true proportion of
technical latency in gap and overlap durations can
hardly be removed from the current analysis. Even
if the assumed 30-70 ms transmission delays [23]
were subtracted from the gap and overlap durations
in the Zoom data, the thresholds will still be longer
than those in face-to-face situations.

Given transmission delays over Zoom and
their interference in conversational rhythm,
more overlaps had been expected in remote
communication. Also [24] confirmed that latencies
up to 800 ms increase the number of unintended
interruptions. On the contrary, slightly more
overlaps were found in face-to-face conversations,
which can be traced back to the higher frequency
of speaker changes in this situation. Edelsky
[25] demonstrated that overlaps can reflect high
interactivity and high engagement in a conversation.
From this point of view, it can be assumed that
participants were more engaged when talking
face-to-face, hence overlapped more.

In addition, interlocutors spoke with a lower
syllable rate when talking over Zoom. The reason
for this difference might be the uncertainty caused
by the omnipresent transmission delay. Though no
obvious latency was reported during the experiment,
speakers could probably still sense the brief delay,
which made them unsure if their conversational
partner could perceive their speech punctually and
completely. It could also explain the the longer gaps
in Zoom conversations since the speech rhythm of
speakers will synchronise during a conversation [2].

5. CONCLUSION

This study aimed to compare temporal aspects
of turn-taking behavior in face-to-face and Zoom
conversations. Zoom interactions are found to
have longer gaps and overlaps. However, face-
to-face interactions had more frequent speaker
changes and slightly more overlaps. The impact of
transmission delay on turn-taking timing in video-
based conversations needs to be explored further,
including measuring the exact duration of latency
in signal transmission and its interaction with the
temporal pattern of turn-takings.
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